Program Competency Profile
Middle School Family and Consumer Sciences
Cluster and Pathway Foundations: Foundations of Work and Family

Rating Scale

The following competency profile provides a uniform vision of foundational knowledge and skills for all students including those whose plans include college preparatory, technical and/or work force options.

How to use this profile
This profile is laid out in such a way that each student can track their achievement of the foundation competencies needed for success in school, family, work and community.

Skill Level Rating Scale Key

0=no exposure-no instruction
  at the end of a student’s middle school career there should be no 0

1=not yet proficient: not yet able to demonstrate competency
  the student has not demonstrated the skill or knowledge; student is doing D or F quality written work or does not show skill through active use

2=proficient: able to demonstrate competency
  the student regularly demonstrates the knowledge or skill; student is doing B or C level written work or regularly shows skill through active use

3=surpasses proficiency: competency mastered
  the student always demonstrates the skill or knowledge; student is doing A quality work or always shows skill through active use